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Judge Landis' recent release of the testimony in

the O'Connell-Dolan affair has added somewhat to

our store of knowledge. It reveals Mr. Horace Ford,

second baseman of the Phillies, as a past master in

the art of diplomacy. Horace advised "Pleine"

Sands to use his own judgment in the matter. Now
wasn't that clever?

The Junior Prom Time is fast approaching and it

is the earnest wish of the Observer that it will not

come in for the criticism which attended the Belle

Aire Ball. We hope that the Juniors will encounter

the same success as the Seniors in their undertak-

ing.
, .

Manager Sheehan also comes in for a word of

praise, as the Baseball schedule arranged by him is

one of the best in the history of the school.

The Observer noticed the improvement in the

cheering at the St. Joe's game. Cheer leader Audet

conducted the cheers in a creditable manner, and

it did not sound like the Bedlam of old.

The Observer wishes to congratulate the Varsity

on its selection of James Callahan as captain for

next year. Jim has been one of the most consistent

players on the team and fully deserves the honor

bestowed upon him.

THE OLD, OLD STORY

We stood by the mortar box talking,

Hod-carrier Harvey and 1

;

And as he mixed the gleaming lime,

While his broad shoulders kept rhythmic time

To the rise and fall of the hoe.

He told me this story of woe

:

A story as old as man is old,

And older, for all i know.

Sez Harvey to me, sez he:

*Tt weren't his natcher to lie

Or be fightin' around for himself,

He weren't that kind of a guy.

When he first met the kid,

She was thicker'n this here lime.

So he asked her tuh marry,

She said: 'Sure, Harry.'

But then she ups and she leaves him
Colder an' flatter'n a dime

!

Naw! she didn't say why,

Just gave 'im a swift go-by!

But they say she was married next noon
To a feller what keeps a saloon.

Now most guys would uv forgot

An' gotten another girl.

But his mind got in kind uv a whirl,

He lost his nut

For that little slut,

And he killed hisself.

'Because,' sez Harvey to me,

It weren't his natcher you see.

To lie or fight for hisself; : / ^

He weren't that kind uv of a guy."

"An' I guess," sez Harvey to me,

"It's maybe better he died
!"

W. J. M.


